
Linlithgow Primary School 

Learning overview  Term  3   Stage  P5 

The main focus for learning and teaching this term will be: 

Languages and Literacy 

Listening and Talking: Skills will continue to be developed through a variety of opportunities to express ideas and 

provide answers in groups across the curriculum.   Pupils will understand the importance of giving evidence for their 

opinions by participating in a debate, exploring fact and opinion, recognising persuasion and evaluating the reliability 

of sources.  This will be linked to our Rainforest topic.  They will have the opportunity to learn and recite a Scottish 

poem or song during Scots Week. 

Reading: Children will begin a new cycle of Literature Circles.  This term they will complete the task roles at home in 

preparation for small group discussions in class. During our Scottish Focus, pupils will explore Scots texts and will 

have the opportunity to discuss the writer’s craft, use of vocabulary and meaning.  We will also focus on non- fiction 

texts through our Rainforest topic, developing a range of reading skills.  Children will continue to be encouraged to 

read for enjoyment through regular visits to the school library. We would also encourage personal reading at home.   

Writing: Children will develop persuasive writing skills.  They will look at persuading by arguing one side of an issue as 

well as discussing and examining more than one side. Through self and peer assessment, as well as adult support, 

pupils will be encouraged to identify and reach personal core writing targets.  All children will continue to develop 

their vocabulary and spelling. Cursive handwriting will be encouraged across all curriculum areas.  

Maths and Numeracy 
This term pupils will be provided with opportunities to apply their previous learning in new and unfamiliar contexts, 

for example tackling word problems. 

All pupils should continue to revise their times tables at home.  Number work in class will focus on division of 2 digit 

numbers and exploring fractions and decimals.  

Pupils will also develop their knowledge and understanding of perimeter and area, as well as angles and compass points.  

Health and Wellbeing  
Children will continue to have opportunities to build on their social relationships and share their news, ideas, thoughts 

and feelings through weekly Check In times. 

This term our health and wellbeing lessons will focus on substance misuse, including the influence of popular culture, 

the media and peer groups. We will also look at inclusion and explore situations where we might feel excluded. 

This term in PE pupils will develop skills such as teamwork, throwing and catching, and sportsmanship in Handball. 

They will attend a handball festival on 23rd January. In gymnastics, pupils will be working on balance, control and safe 

movement using a variety of equipment.  

Interdisciplinary learning 
This term we will explore The Rainforest, including bio-diversity, conservation, and habitat studies. 

Science and Technology 
Our key learning in science will focus on The Water Cycle and Ecosystems. 

As part of technology, we will be finding out about the work of an engineer, and planning and designing our own small 

project. In food technology we will use local produce to create a healthy dish and discuss why fruit and vegetables 

are good for us. Our ICT focus this term will be developing safety strategies relating to a range of communication 

technologies.  E.g. Email, chat rooms and social media.  Internet Safety Day is 11th February 2020.  

Discrete subjects 

Expressive Arts – As well as specific activities to coincide with 

our topic and health, we will have a focus on line, tone, shade and 

colour when creating art pieces. 

French - Pupils will look at European Countries.  The seasonal 

topic will be Easter and cross-curricular topic will be World Book 
Day. 

 

RME  
- Pesach (Jewish Festival) 

- Easter (Christianity) 

Music 
- Continue with ocarina. 

- Sounds of the Rainforest.  

Opportunities for personal achievement and involvement in the ethos and life of the school.                                                                 
- Awesome Achievers                                                                - Classroom Helpers                                                                   
- House Gatherings/ Pupil Voice Groups                                     - Recognition Board     

 


